Supplier Approval Programs
Beyond the Checklist
While every link in the supply chain is integral in helping to enhance product safety,
the benefits of one particular chain component — supplier approval programs — has
gained notable traction in recent years among restaurant and foodservice operations.
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Introduction

S

ince the 1970s, the consumption of food
prepared away from home has played a large
role in the American diet. A number of factors
— such as a larger share of women employed
outside the home, more two-income households, the
explosion of food service outlets, and the smaller size
of U.S. households — have driven public cravings for
more convenient, affordable and nutritious products1.
As consumer demand for food services outside
of home continues to escalate, restaurants and
foodservice establishments are well-advised to
strengthen and sustain their food supply chains.
From local farmers to multi-national co-manufacturers,
restaurants and foodservice establishments are
charged with managing a diverse — and sometimes
complex — array of components.
While every link in the supply chain is integral in
helping to enhance product safety, the benefits of
one particular chain component — supplier approval
programs — has gained notable traction in recent
years among restaurant and foodservice operations.

Perilous Fortunes

T

he stakes in food safety are perilously high for
both consumers and companies. A 2015 Ohio
State University study estimated the annual
cost of medical treatment, lost productivity, and
illness-related mortality in the United States at
$55.5 billion2. Large product recalls and headline
dominating foodborne illness outbreaks can erode
public confidence in food safety and seriously damage
the financial fortunes of associated brands.
With the health of consumers and their reputations
riding on the meals and products they serve, it is
only pragmatic for restaurants and foodservice
establishments to implement and maintain strenuous
supplier approval programs.
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Proactive and Predictive

A

best-in-class supplier
approval program
entails certifying
suppliers, monitoring
external and internal risk
factors, and conducting
continual analysis of
supplier data to ensure
buyer specifications for
goods and ingredients are
met on an ongoing basis3.
Moreover, highly effective
supplier approval programs
are proactive and predictive
to address evolving
consumer and business
environments. With the
increasing complexity of
the supply chain, suppliers
and buyers face an
ongoing cavalcade of food
safety risks. Three highly
discussed areas of concern
include a greater reliance
on imported food and
ingredients, food fraud,
and intentional adulteration.
Supplier approval programs
are typically based on a
standardized checklist that
includes a comprehensive
list of questions to assess
a supplier’s food safety
and quality systems3.
The benefits of supplier approval programs, as
extensively cited in industry literature, are voluminous.
These programs provide restaurants and foodservice
establishments with the ability to:
• A
 void expensive and potentially damaging
supply disruptions
• R
 educe overall risk to diverse and adverse
scenarios such as defects, environmental
problems, or safety issues with a supplier’s
process, materials, or products
• Identify problems early and implement corrective
actions before issues spiral out of control
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• Evaluate product recall procedures of suppliers
• T
 race back products and ingredients to their
original source if safety and quality issues were
to occur
• Improve collaboration and communication between
buyers and suppliers, resulting in increased
efficiency and productivity for both parties3.
Like ancient Rome, best-in-class supplier approval
programs are not built in one day. A host of factors,
ranging from the allocation of proper resources by
top management to implementing a receptive food
safety culture throughout the ranks, are integral to a
program’s effectiveness and ultimate longevity.
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A “Wholesome” Tale

W

holesome International, a multi-concept
restaurant development company based in
Pittsburgh, PA, is reaping the benefits of a
robust supplier approval program, according to chief
safety officer Jorge Hernandez.
“Our program has impacted our operations significantly.
Internally, it has allowed us to decrease our errors and
omissions; to maximize our product’s yield; to improve
the safety, quality and consistency of products; and
to pro-actively supply and market changes by getting
ahead of them and adjusting,” says Hernandez .
Externally, he continues, the company’s supplier
approval program has permitted it to identify suppliers
with superior performance, expand partnerships,
improve regulatory documentation compliance, and
substantially mitigate food safety and supply risks.
Founded in 2005, Wholesome International operates
25 stores in the quick and fast casual foodservice
markets in the United States and employs more than
550 associates.
Building a best-in-class supplier approval program
goes far beyond a clipboard and a paper checklist. For
Hernandez, one of the biggest challenges in developing
an efficient and effective supplier approval program
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is “shifting the approach and mentality of quality
assurance professionals on the receiving end.”
Despite working in an ever-changing food safety
environment, QA professionals often exist in silos
where a supplier submits “XYZ” as a requirement for
doing business — and that’s pretty much game, set,
and match. While there is nothing fundamentally wrong
with this mindset, Hernandez believes QA members
should delve more deeply into the safety management
programs of suppliers to understand how they achieve
“XYZ” in the form of data and information.
By going the extra mile, buyers and suppliers can
mutually share beneficial data and information while
forging stronger working partnerships at the same time.
The road traveled, however, is not always smooth.
Looking back over a three-decade career, Hernandez,
who previously acted as the senior vice president for
food safety and quality assurance at US Foods, says,
“I can’t tell you how many times I get from suppliers
that ‘nobody is asking for that’ or ‘why do you want to
know that?’ It takes some time for them to connect the
dots and realize that the collected data and information
will also benefit them.”
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Pursuit of The Holy Grail

I

t is an old adage, but quality products do begin with
quality suppliers. While there is no perfect science
in choosing business partners, restaurants and
foodservice operations should follow established
criteria for determining supplier approval, including:
• F
 ood Safety Management System Compliance:
Suppliers must have an internal quality system
based on prerequisite programs that meet industry
standards. This could include written cleaning
procedures; a master sanitation schedule;
a documented recall program; allergen controls;
a customer complaint program; etc.
• T
 hird-Party Audits: Suppliers must be willing
to have their facility inspected by internal and/or
external auditors.
• R
 egulatory Compliance: Suppliers should
demonstrate conformity with local, state and
federal standards.
• S
 pecification Compliance Evaluation: Suppliers
must agree to undergo necessary evaluations
to determine they consistently meet product
requirements.
• C
 ertificates of Analysis: Suppliers should be
able to provide certificates of analysis (COAs)
on purchases. This certificate assures products
were tested prior to shipment and specific results
were obtained4.
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Mind the Gaps

R

obert Garfield, senior vice president of the
Safe Quality Food Institute (SQFI), describes
supplier approval programs as a “strong quality
component” that benefits customers and stakeholders
throughout the supply chain.
To assure the veracity of supplier approval processes
and programs, Garfield says it is imperative for buyers
and suppliers to adhere to regulatory standards, best
practices and industry requirements. At the same time,
these food safety partners must be mindful of potential
gaps that can undermine supplier approval programs.
One common area of oversight, according to Garfield,
is the supplier location itself.
“We have seen that too many buyers concentrate on
the ingredient and not as much on the supplier and
what they are doing at their location,” he says.
Several instances, Garfield notes, have taken place
where safe ingredients were released from facilities
that were later cited for deficiencies in the production
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environment. The SQFI executive emphasizes that
it is crucial for buyers and suppliers to audit supplier
locations on a regular basis to pinpoint potential safety
threats and implement correction actions accordingly.
Suppliers face great pressure to thrive in a competitive
and crowded marketplace marked by shifting trends,
new technologies and changing regulations. Despite
this, scores of small companies forge ahead, year after
year, hoping to attain the Holy Grail: placement on the
approval list of a national restaurant chain or major
foodservice franchise.
Garfield stresses that certification to a Global Food
Safety Initiative (GFSI) approved scheme can help
startup companies achieve this business objective.
Leading GFSI recognized programs include SQF, BRC
Global Standards, IFS, FSSC, and GLOBALG.A.P.
In the United States, many restaurants and foodservice
operations, in accordance with internal company
policies, will only partner with GFSI approved suppliers.
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Relationships Rule

T

hrough a wide cache of advanced tools and
technologies, companies can track, monitor
and manage nearly every aspect of supplier
performance throughout the supply chain.
Brock Furlong, president and chief executive officer
of Stampede Meats, lauds the continuous roll out of
software programs and cloud-based platforms that
allow users to review supplier information anytime and
anywhere. But when vocalizing his favorite high-tech
tool, he veers off to a decidedly different path.
“We’re a face-to-face, belly-to-belly company ... in the
world of supplier audits — in which we’re trying
to create safer, quality products for the brands we
support — working shoulder- to-shoulder with our
safety partners is by far our most invaluable tool,”
says Furlong.

To companies that are weighing the benefits of starting
a supplier approval program, Furlong offers a
philosophical piece of advice:
“It’s not a destination, but rather a journey … you
are not putting together a program and then you’re
done with it. You have to view it with a measure of
continuous improvement ... Whatever you start with,
you must view reinvention as the engine driving that
program. You must get better each and every year in
how you apply the program and use the learnings you
take from it.”

Founded as a family business in 1995, Stampede
Meats, a protein solution provider, has grown into
a $500+ million business based in Bridgeview, IL.
The company, however, has not ventured far from its
humble Chicago Stockyard origins.
Prospective suppliers must undergo a strenuous
qualification process and pass a rigorous audit prior
to achieving approval status with the company. Once
inside the Stampede fold, the company — true to its
blue collar, Chicago south side roots — places an
utmost premium on cultivating positive relationships
with its new partners.
Managing supply chain costs is a top-of-mind concern
for companies across the food industry. While pricing is
a key cost consideration in choosing suppliers to enter
an approval program, Furlong states it should not be
given slanted weight.
“We want to work with suppliers that have the discipline
to execute their program, but also have the ability to
respond to unforeseen issues that might emerge,”
he notes.
Furlong, who joined Stampede Meats in 2010 and
assumed the presidency of the company one year
later, says transparency is integral to the success of
supplier approval programs. Both buyers and suppliers
are dependent on the free flow and open exchange
of data/information to make informed and critical
business decisions.
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Final Reminder

A

checklist is defined as “a list of items required,
things to be done, or points to be considered,
used as a reminder.” With all the “i’s” and “t’s”
that go into a supplier approval program, a checklist
is an indispensable, though sterile, utensil. Industry
experts agree that communication, transparency and
engagement are at the core of robust supplier approval
programs. Liberally applying these three essential
elements will pay continuous dividends for buyers
and suppliers.
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About ServSafe
ServSafe® is the premier provider of educational
resources, materials and programs to help attract and
develop a strong industry workforce.
The ServSafe® program provides food and alcohol safety
training and certification to help protect businesses,
employees and customers. ServSafe leads the way
in providing current and comprehensive educational
materials to the restaurant industry. Our complete
suite of products (which includes ServSafe Manager,
ServSafe Food Handler, ServSafe Alcohol and ServSafe
Allergens) will help prepare foodservice employees for
front-of-house and back-of-house situations.
As the first-movers to offer online food safety
eCertificates, ServSafe provides each user with
the flexibility of training online or in the classroom.
ServSafe training and certification is offered in multiple
languages, accepted in all 50 states and is recognized
by more federal, state and local jurisdictions than any
other food safety certification. ServSafe is backed by
industry experts to ensure you receive reliable and
actionable information.
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